
Lillith unveiled

Because our investigation of the Lamia has failed to shed any light on the mysteries of Lillith we 
decided to try to establish direct contact with Lillith herself. Because there was a chance that the 
scholars were correct about her being a major demon we decided not to risk a summoning, but 
rather to send out a spiritual double of myself. We gave this double instructions to locate Lillith and 
waited in excited anticipation of what would happen next. Would the double be devoured by a 
demon or would the double return without finding anything?
The double quickly made it's way to the part of the cosmos reserved for deities. So Lillith should be
regarded as a goddess, not just an imaginary figure from a morality tale as I had assumed her to be. 
More importantly we found her to reside in the light part of the cosmos. Being relieved that we had 
not disturbed any dark deity we made the decision that we should project ourselves astrally rather 
than to use my double in our contact with her. 

We perceived her form as airy, blue and butterfly like. Our 
sensations matched the descriptions the scholars gave of her 
as a blue butterfly demon. So although the scholars were 
incorrect in calling her a demon, unless one considers 
everything not included one's own narrow path to be demonic,
their description of Lillith is correct. 
We gave thanks to her for her willingness to communicate 
with us and inquired as to her birth and purpose. She revealed 
to us that she came into being already in the dawn of 
humanity and teaches people how to be of service to each 
other. Her teachings are how to divine the needs and wishes of
other people. Once this is known she helps by teaching self 
transformation so one becomes capable of fulfilling those 
needs and wishes. Sometimes when transformation is not 
possible she mingles her own energy with her devotees to 
assist them in their duties. These teachings are quite broad and
she revealed to me how when I am cooking dinner for my 
loved ones I too make use of her guidance to provide them 
with what they need. This ancient goddess helped humanity to
evolve from selfish animals into supportive societies.

[Lillith]
We were very impressed by the great importance she played in human evolution. All gods and 
goddesses are teachers of humanity, but few have had such a key role in it as she. Next we asked her
why her worship became forbidden she revealed to us that in ancient times a majority of the 
prostitutes sought her guidance to help them give pleasure and see to the needs of their clients so 
they could make a living for themselves. In these times she was not seen as purely a seductress 
however, but rather as the Great Mother. She was regarded as seeking to provide for all her children
through her chosen vessels. The role of the prostitute was in that age more than merely sexual. It 
included emotional comfort, advice, care, stimulation and healing. A visit to a brothel at that time 
should be compared more to visiting a wellness center rather than going to a whore house. When 
seen in our time we should regard people working in the wellness, health care and hospitality 
industry to be servants of Lillith as much as people in the adult entertainment field. 
There were people who felt threatened by these prostitutes and started to associate them with a 
negative influence on society and Lillith by association with them also came to be regarded as a 
prostitute and a danger. To me this brough to mind the clashes between the "flower power hippies" 
and the "fear and morality" based governments of the 60's and 70's. When we asked Lillith if this 
event was similar she told us that it is an almost exact repetition of what happened thousands of 
years ago, but that the hippie culture was the dominant one, not the revolutionary party. 



Unfortunately the strangle hold which the "fear and morality" faction established on society 
thousands of years ago still persists until this very day.

We asked Lillith to reveal to us her role as partner of Samael. Samael the archangel, who in many 
writings is described as her husband, lover or mate, is said to have been castrated by the Lord to 
prevent Lillith from having children. This is presumably why she lusts after mortal men. To my 
amazement it would seem that all these writings are utterly incorrect. She abhors Samael and claims
to have next to nothing in common with him. She claims Samael's teachings and methods are 
almost diametrically opposite to hers and that any combination of their energies would soon 
dissolve into chaos because of the utter lack of harmony between them. She regards humanity itself 
as her one and only love. 

Lillith is also said to be the serpent which influenced Eve to take the forbidden apple in paradise. 
The scholars conjecture her plan was to have Eve expelled so she could have Adam to herself. The 
plan backfired as Adam also ate of the forbidden apple. When we asked Lillith to reveal to us her 
relation to Eve she told us she is not aware of any such power and denies having any relation with 
her. As a result of this communication we should investigate if Eve rather than Lillith is a morality 
tale's imaginary construction rather than a true power.
We continued to inquire as to the correctness of the scholars writings in regards to relation with 
Adam. Lillith's nature is serving, but not subservient, she is a goddess after all, so in this the 
scripture can said to be correct in describing her as not submitting to Adam(humanity), but loving 
him none the less. 

The scholars frequently claim she devours her lovers and spawns many demons so we asked Lillith 
to reveal us the truth of these stories. She responded to us that her priests and priestesses are not 
absorbed into her energy body, since their main role is to serve humanity, not personal ascention by 
becoming incorporated in her. Her interaction with humanity is direct, not through angels or other 
intermediary spirits. Children born to her priests and priestesses are often blessed with talents 
resulting from the good karma their parents accumulate in her service. Although these children were
regarded as being blessed by her, she is not directly involved in granting these karmatic rewards. So
we have to conclude that she is closer to being a virgin goddess than to being bringing forth a host 
of creatures. 

Our communication with Lillith made it clear to us that the name Lillith is probably like many other
names of devils and demons in the judaic/christian tradition. It is the name of a deity of another 
culture or tribe. Often the gods and goddesses of other tribes were said to be demons, presumably to
keep the jewish people from worshipping them and as war propaganda. The irony being that while 
this was done to destroy their enemies, now thousands of years later when their enemies and their 
traditions and cultures are no more the names of the deities they sought to destroy are known to us 
through their very own scriptures. 

So far we have found only nature spirits and an ancient goddess who is helping humanity to create a
supportive society beneath all the horror stories. The goddess stood in the way of a more fear based 
society. As a result of this she was proclaimed guilty by association with undesirables within that 
society. The nature spirits stimulated people's passions and helped them formulate orginal thought, 
they were pushed aside by a more regimented religious system. All in all we have seen evidence of 
a patriarchal coup, but no true evil our quest is however not yet finished...
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